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Abstract: To improve the performance of single-channel, multi-fault blind source separation (BSS),
a novel method based on regenerated phase-shifted sinusoid-assisted empirical mode decomposition
(RPSEMD) is proposed in this paper. The RPSEMD method is used to decompose the original
single-channel vibration signal into several intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), with the obtained IMFs
and original signal together forming a new observed signal for the dimensional lifting. Therefore,
an undetermined problem is transformed into a positive definite problem. Compared with the
existing EMD method and its improved version, the proposed RPSEMD method performs better in
solving the mode mixing problem (MMP) by employing sinusoid-assisted technology. Meanwhile,
it can also reduce the computational load and reconstruction errors. The number of source signals is
estimated by adopting singular value decomposition (SVD) and Bayes information criterion (BIC).
Simulation analysis has demonstrated the superiority of this method being applied in multi-fault BSS.
Furthermore, its effectiveness in identifying the multi-fault features of rolling-bearing has been also
verified based on a test rig.
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1. Introduction

For the diagnosis of mechanical faults, vibration signals always contain a wealth of information
as they indicate the operating status of the equipment, with specific physical meanings. There is no
doubt that fault diagnosis technology, based on vibration signal processing, is critical for monitoring
the health of key structures or equipment [1–5]. Generally, different sensors are utilized to obtain
mechanical vibration information, from which the features of the running state are characterized [6–8].
In the practical production environment or industrial field, the fault of a certain part in mechanical
equipment is always accompanied by other faults—for instance, faults often occur in the bearings and
gears simultaneously. As a result, the measured vibration signals are always overwhelmed by signals
from multi-fault vibration sources and other measurement noise [9]. Consequently, there should be
close attention paid to the theory of multi-fault signal analysis.
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Blind source separation (BSS) is one of the effective methods for solving the compound-fault
problems as mentioned above [10,11]. It can be used to separate or recover the unknown source signals
through the observed signals in cases where the source signals cannot be acquired accurately [12–14].
In the fault monitoring of mechanical equipment, the obtained vibration signals of gear and roll
bearing from the complex transmission system are often produced by cross-interference. In many
cases, only one sensor can be installed, due to the high cost of the hardware and the space limitation.
Therefore, research on separation methods of single-channel compound-faults would have extensively
practical significance. Single-Channel Blind Source Separation (SCBSS) is a special case of blind
source separation, which only requires a single sensor to separate multiple source signals [15,16].
Compared with the classical BSS method, the SCBSS method only satisfies the condition when the
number of source signals is more than the number of observed signals [17–19]. Therefore, a novel
method should be developed to achieve the BSS under the specific condition of a single channel. In the
theoretic research of compound-fault diagnosis under a single channel, the main focus falls on methods
of virtual multi-channels.

The space-time method was first proposed by Davies [20], with its key idea relying on delaying
the single-channel mixed signal to obtain the virtual multi-channel signal, which was thereafter
processed by Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [21–28]. Similarly, the wavelet decomposition
of the original signal was performed to decompose the single-channel signal into multiple sub-band
signals [29]. After that, the Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) was used to decompose
the single-channel mixed signal into a series of Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs) [30], followed by
the ICA separation for recovering the original signals [31]. To date, EMD algorithm and its
modified versions have been widely used in signal processing due to its advantages of orthogonality,
completeness and adaptability. As a result, these algorithms demonstrate a great superiority in the
analysis of non-stationary signals [32]. The vibration signals can be decomposed into a series of IMFs.
Nevertheless, its decomposition is not stable and there is a mode mixing problem (MMP). This MMP
results in a certain IMF component containing different scale signals or similar scale signals existing
in different IMFs, which makes it difficult to completely achieve the signal adaptive decomposition
based on EMD [33,34]. To solve this, the EEMD was proposed to alleviate this so-called “mode mixing”
phenomenon with a noise-assisted version [35–37]. Considering the uniform distribution of white
noise power spectral density, different auxiliary white noise was added to the original signal, so that
the signal was continuous at different scales. Following this, the influence of the introduction of
noise was eliminated by an averaging operation. Based on previous research, Yeh et al. improved
EEMD methods [38] by introducing the auxiliary noise in positive and negative forms, which aims
to eliminate the residual auxiliary noise in the reconstructed signals. In addition, the number of the
added noises can be lower, with the subsequent computational efficiency being higher. This method
is called complementary ensemble empirical mode decomposition (CEEMD) [38]. Recently, a tensor
decomposition algorithm has been applied to the field of EEG signal processing [39], which provides a
potential way for solving the above SCBSS problem. However, SCBSS based on tensor decomposition
still has some limitations, which mainly includes unsatisfactory convergence and obscure estimate of
tensor rank.

EMD and its improved editions have some positive effects on signal decomposition. However,
they have a problem of large computation requirements. In addition, if the amplitude and the iteration
number of the added white noise are not appropriate, some undesirable components will appear in
the results of decomposition. Thus, the IMF component needs to be recombined and subsequently
processed. In essence, the purpose of adding white noise is to change the distribution of the extreme
points of the signal. Since the employed signal is asymptotically stable and the extreme points are
distributed evenly after adding white noise for several times, there is no need to add white noise for
integration and average decomposition in the whole process.

Inspired by the idea of getting assistance from random noise, the sinusoid-assisted method may
be another powerful tool for EMD. In this paper, a novel regenerated phase-shifted sinusoid-assisted
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EMD (RPSEMD) is introduced [40]. RPSEMD is intended to solve the problem of MMP by designing
sinusoids and a high-performance phase-shifting scheme. The observed signal is decomposed by
RPSEMD to solve the problem of mode mixing and large computation costs. The lift-dimensional signal
is realized by RPSEMD, with the undetermined blind source separation problem being completely
solved. Additionally, the accurate estimation of the number of source signals is achieved using
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [41]. Moreover, the joint diagonalization method based
on four-order accumulation is employed to realize the multi-fault separation [42]. The results of
the numerical simulation and experiment show that the proposed method has obvious advantages
compared to the blind source separation of single-channel composite fault and performs well in the
extraction of the fault features of rolling-bearing.

2. Theoretical Descriptions

2.1. Regenerated Phase-Shifted Sinusoid-Assisted EMD Theory

EEMD is an improved EMD algorithm, which is known as empirical mode decomposition with
additive noise. It is presented as a means of inhibiting the mode mixing phenomenon (MMP) and to
ensure that the decomposed IMFs have a certain physical meaning. The small amplitude of white noise
is introduced into the signal, which is analyzed during the whole process according to the conventional
EMD. The uniform distribution features of white noise can make the extreme distribute more evenly in
all scales, which has a positive function in inhibiting the discontinuity of IMFs. The EEMD algorithm
is described as follows:

(a) Gaussian white noise with mean zero and standard deviation is added to the decomposed signal
x(t). Meanwhile, the normalization treatment is carried out;

(b) The IMFs of all the scales are obtained by using EMD algorithm to decompose the
normalized signal;

(c) Repeat the above two steps (a)–(b) for n times, where the added random white noise for every
time is required to obey normal distribution;

(d) Make an average of n-groups totality of IMF components by EMD decomposition and obtain

x(t) =
n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
cij(t) +

n
∑

j=1
rj(t), where cij(t) is the i-th IMF components obtained from the j-th

decomposition and rj(t) is the remainder.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that EEMD can reduce the mode mixing and energy
leakage to a certain degree. However, it is unnecessary to add white noise for unlimited times and
reduce the effects of white noise on signal decomposition by calculating the average every time,
as this is a very time-consuming process. Moreover, the amplitude of the additive noise is selected by
principles from experience, which causes some difficulties in real applications. For instance, if there is
a signal with complex composition, the added noise with small amplitude is of no use, while adding
noise with a larger amplitude may instead lead to several spurious modes.

The novel points about the introduced RPSEMD method is summarized into two aspects. First,
the sinusoid-assisted signal is set as the auxiliary signal:

sk(t|ak, fk, wk) = ak cos(2π fkt + wk) (1)

where ak, fk, and wk denote the amplitude, frequency and phase, respectively. Following this,
the sinusoid-assisted signal sk is obtained by the intrinsic mode (IM) selected using clustering analysis.
Secondly, varied wk is performed to change the positions of the extreme point and to enhance the
decomposition effect. The main computational process of RPSEMD is described as follows:
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(a) Initialize k = 1;
(b) Apply standard EMD algorithm to x(t) and then determine ak and fk with the resulting IMFs.

wki is acquired by uniformly sampling in [0, 2π] with the phase shifting number I(1 ≤ i ≤ I).
After this, sk(t|ak, fk, wk) is obtained.

(c) The standard EMD algorithm of x(t) + sk(t|ak, fk, wk) is performed, which aims to obtain the
first IMF. The final IMF ck(t) is calculated by averaging all these first IMFs.

(d) Remove ck(t) from x(t): x(t)← x(t)− ck(t) . Let k = k + 1;
(e) Repeat the above steps (b)–(d) multiple times until no more IMF can be produced. Consequently,

the final x(t) is regarded as the residue r(t).

Basically, the determination of the parameter (ak, fk,wk) is significant for the RPSEMD method.
Under these circumstances, the initial IMFs obtained by EMD are represented as cik′ (t) (1 ≤ k′ ≤ K′ ).
For the extreme point of ci1(t), it is necessary to obtain its instantaneous amplitudes ai1(e) and
instantaneous frequency f i1(e), where e indicates the index of an extreme point. Hierarchical clustering
is executed according to the distribution characteristics for the instantaneous frequencies of an extreme
point. Repeatedly classify f i1(e) into P clusters until any two clusters satisfy the following conditions:

f1/ f2 > 1.5 or f2/ f1 < 0.67 (2)

Through the iterated algorithm, the one with the highest frequency, namely p0-th cluster,
is determined as the target IM. Following this, we can obtain fk = fcp0 and ak = acp0 . The solution of
shifted phase wk can be defined as follows:

wki =
2π

N
i, 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 1 (3)

2.2. The Basic Principle of Blind Source Separation

BSS is a special process of recovering the source signal only from the observed signal, under the
condition that the parameters of the source signal and transmission system are unknown. Let A be an
M× N unknown mixing matrix. Thus, the instantaneous mixing model is expressed as

x(t) = As(t) (4)

where the observed signal is denoted as x(t) = (x1(t), x2(t), ..., xM(t))T , the statistically independent
source signal is represented as s(t) = (s1(t), s2(t), ..., sN(t))

T with N ≤ M. The goal of blind source
separation is to find the N × M separation matrix W (W = A−1) according to the observed signal
x(t). Thus, the recovered source signal can be obtained by using the method of feature matrix
joint-approximate diagonalization, which is based on the four-order accumulation matrix [42].

2.3. Source Number Estimation Based on Bayesian Information Criterion

Generally, BSS belongs to underdetermined blind source separation in the field of mechanical
fault diagnosis. Basically, this involves the number of multi-channel observation signals being
less than the number of source signals, especially in the situation of a single-channel observation
signal. Since RPSEMD has the ability to adaptively decompose signals into a series of linear and
stationary IMFs, it is hypothesized that the IMFs obtained from RPSEMD can solve the problem
of underdetermined BSS. Nevertheless, the number of source signals of the system should be
first estimated. The single channel observation signal x(t) is decomposed by RPSEMD to obtain
sub-band components ci(t)(i = 1, 2, ...d) and the remainder rd(t). Following this, x(t) and the
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sub-band components of the decomposition are composed of a multi-dimensional observation signal
xim f (t) = (x(t), c1(t), ..., cd(t), rd(t))

T . In addition, the correlation matrix of xim f (t) is defined as

Rx = E[xim f (t)xH
im f (t)] (5)

where the operator of H is the complex conjugate transformation. When the noise belongs to
Gaussian distribution and the corresponding IMFs are not relevant, the correlation matrix of
xim f (t) = (x(t), c1(t), ..., cd(t), rd(t))

T is expressed as

Rx = E[s(t)sH(t)] + σ2Iv−d (6)

where v is the dimension of new observed signal xim f (t), Iv−d is unit matrix and σ2 is the noise power.
Performing singular value decomposition on Rx gives the following expression:

Rx = VsΛsVT
s + VzΛzVT

z (7)

where Λs = diag{λ1, ..., λd} are the principal eigenvalues in descending order,
while Λz = diag{λd+1, ..., λv} is the characteristic values for noise. Commonly, there is often
clear distinction of the characteristic value between the noise components and useful signals.
Therefore, for an accurate estimation of the covariance matrix and under the premise that the noise
variance is relatively small, the dimensions of noise subspace of Rx can be determined through judging
the feature eigenvalue. Thus, the number of source signals can be obtained theoretically. However, it is
difficult to determine the threshold value of the main characteristic value and the noise characteristic
value. Therefore, the dimension of the noise subspace cannot be judged accurately. In order to solve
the problem of threshold setting, the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is employed to estimate
the dimensions of the source signal and the noise subspace. BIC establishes the method of source
number estimation based on the Bayesian Minaka selection model [41]. Thus, the BIC model can be
approximately expressed as

BIC(k) = (
k

∏
j=1

λj)

−N/2
∼
σ
−N(l − k)/2

k N−(dk+k)/2 (8)

where
∼
σ

2
k = (

l
∑

j=k+1
λj)/(l − k), dk = lk − k(k + 1)/2, 1 ≤ k ≤ l, l is the number of non-zero

eigenvalues. The goal of BIC is to find the maximum value of the cost function, which corresponds to
the estimated number of source signals.

2.4. The Main Computational Steps of the Proposed Method

The main steps of the proposed BSS method for a single-channel composite signal based on
RPSEMD are described as follows:

(1) Decompose the single-channel observation signal x(t) by RPSEMD, with a series of linear and
stationary IMFs c1, c2, ..., cn and residual component r1n being obtained;

(2) The new multi-dimensional observation signal xim f = (x, c1, c2, ..., cn, r1n)
T is composed by IMFs

obtained from RPSEMD and the original signal itself. In this way, the dimension of the observation
signal can be increased, so that the new observation signal can be analyzed in accordance with
the blind source separation theory;

(3) Estimate the number of source signals by employing the Bayes information criteria;
(4) According to the estimation number of the source signal, the method of feature matrix joint

diagonalization based on the four-order accumulation is used to perform blind source separation
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on the recombination observation signal xim f , so as to obtain the estimation
∧
s of the source

signal s.

3. Simulation Signal Analysis

3.1. The Performance of Mode Decomposition Provided by the Proposed Method

For the first simulation, we present a classical mode mixing example here. A modulating pure
signal plus an intermittent harmonic signal will inevitably lead to mode mixing when it is analyzed by
EEMD, due to the local nature of the method. The analyzed signal is y = x1 + x2 with

x1 =



0 i f 1 ≤ n ≤ 200
sin(2π f1(n− 501)) i f 201 ≤ n ≤ 400
0 i f 401 ≤ n ≤ 600
sin(2π f1(n− 501)) i f 601 ≤ n ≤ 800
0 i f 801 ≤ n ≤ 1000

(9)

x2 = sin(2π f2n)(1 + sin(2π f3n)) 1 ≤ n ≤ 1000 (10)

where f1 = 0.255, f2 = 0.065 and f3 = 0.032. The mixed simulation signal is plotted in Figure 1. Table 1
shows the parameter selection for EEMD.
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0.2 200 500 

Figure 1. The simulation signal: (a) original intermittent harmonic signal; (b) modulating pure signal;
(c) compound signal.

Table 1. The parameter settings for Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD).

Noise Standard Deviation Ensemble Size Maximum Number of Sifting Iterations

0.2 200 500

Moreover, the result provided by the introduced method and EEMD is drawn in
Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
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Figure 3. The result provided by the EEMD method.

The optimal amplitude of the noise is set as 0.2 and the ensemble size is 200 for the EEMD method.
Nevertheless, parameter selection is not necessary for RPSEMD. It can be seen from Figure 2 that
the IMF1 and IMF2 correspond to the original intermittent harmonic signal and modulating pure
signal, respectively. However, more unreasonable mode functions have been generated in EEMD.
Thus, RPSEMD outperforms EEMD in the mode decomposition of complex signal.
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3.2. Multi-Fault Separation of Simulation Signal Analysis

Rolling-bearings and gears are always the critical components for rotating machinery. If they are
under running and heavy load for a long time, they are prone to fatigue damage. Commonly, the basic
fault model of a gear is described as [43]

sm(t) =
K

∑
k=1

Ak cos(2πk fmt + φk) (11)

where fm is gear-mesh frequency, k is the order of harmonic components, Ak and φk correspond to the
amplitude and phase of the k-th harmonic respectively.

There are many types of the simulation signal models for bearing faults, with the most typical
one having been proposed by Randall [44]. Thus, the simplified model of the rolling-bearing inner
race fault is expressed as follows:

sb(t) =
M

∑
i=0

[A0 · cos(2π frt + φA) + CA] · e−B(t−iT−τi) · cos[2π fn(t− iT − τi) + φw] (12)

where A0 is the amplitude of resonance; fr is the rotational frequency; φA, φw, CA are selected as
arbitrary constants; B is the attenuation coefficient; T is defined as the average time between two
impacts with T = 1/ fi; fi is the inner race fault characteristic frequency; τi is regarded as the time
lag from its mean period due to the presence of slip and fn is the resonance frequencies of the
bearing system.

In order to validate the proposed method without loss of generality, the following gear fault
simulation signal based on Equation (11) is studied:

s1 = cos(2π f1t + 25) + 0.55 cos(4π f1t + 60) (13)

where the mesh frequency is set as f1 = 150 Hz. Meanwhile, the inner race fault model s2 is
examined according to Equation (12), with the parameter selection being listed in Table 2. Furthermore,
the noise components s3 cannot be neglected and they can be defined as additive white Gaussian noise,
whose variance is 0.5 and average is 0.

Table 2. The parameter selection for inner race fault simulation signal s2.

A0 fr (Hz) fi (Hz) τi fn(Hz) CA φA φw B

0.003 29 156 0.01 2000 1 0 0 800

In order to randomly mix the three simulated original signals, a random 3 × 3 matrix (A is
optionally employed by the computer as

A =


−0.9371 0.3212 0.4948

0.8352 0.0151 −1.2158

1.0945 −1.1645 1.5908

 (14)

According to the instantaneous mixed signal model x(t) = As(t), where x = (x1, x2, x3) and
s = (s1, s2, s3), three mixed signals can be obtained.

We assumed that only a single-channel composite signal is measured, due to the limitation of
monitoring conditions in the process of blind source separation of mechanical failure. Following this,
the time-domain diagram of the original simulation signal s1, s2 and the analyzed single-channel
composite signal x1(t) are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. The time domain response of s1, s2 and the single channel compound signal x1(t): (a) the
time-domain of s1; (b) the time-domain of s2 and (c) the analyzed single channel signal x1(t).

Figure 5 presents the IMF components obtained by RPSEMD. The IMFs provided by EEMD for
the mixed fault simulation signal is plotted in Figure 6. When comparing Figures 5 and 6, the RPSEMD
result has better correspondence with the ideal IMFs. For instance, the IMF2 has a greater similarity
with the rolling-bearing fault signal. Moreover, IMF5 and IMF4 correspond closely to the gear fault
signal. However, the IMFs provided by EEMD have less relevance to the original source signal.
From the graph, it can be seen that the RPSEMD has obvious advantages in the signal decomposition
for the simulation signal, which can be used to identify the source signal.
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Figure 6. The IMFs provided by EEMD.

After this, the single-channel observation signal x1(t) and its intrinsic mode
function (IMF1, IMF2, ..., IMF7) are collected to form a new multi-dimensional signal
xlim f = (x1, IMF1, IMF2, ..., IMF7)

T, whose correlation matrix is expressed as Rx = E(xlim f (t)xlim f
H(t)).

Following this, the singular value decomposition (SVD) to the correlation matrix Rx is performed,
with the feature vector Λ = diag{λ1, λ2, ..., λ8} being obtained.

According to the BIC value shown in Figure 7, the number of source signals is determined as two,
which is consistent with the physical truth. In addition to the original single-channel signal, it was
necessary to select one component from the inherent IMFs obtained by RPSEMD, thus satisfying the
basic conditions of BSS.
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Since the IMF2 has the maximum correlation with the original signal, it can be chosen as the
preferred mode component and is used together with the original single-channel signal to form
xlim f = (x1, IMF2)

T . It is employed as a new multi-channel observation signal to achieve the blind
source separation by the approach of feature matrix joint diagonalization, based on the four-order
accumulation. The results provided by the proposed method are plotted in Figure 8. When comparing
Figures 4 and 8, it was found that the time-domain waveform of the two components obtained by the
proposed method corresponds well with the original source signals.
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To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, EEMD based on feature matrix joint
diagonalization is applied to the simulation signal. Since the IMF5 generated by EEMD has the
maximum correlation with the original signal, the new observed multi-channel signal is expressed as
xlim f = (x1, IMF5)

T . Following this, the result is plotted in Figure 9, which shows that the compound
fault can hardly be identified. Thus, we can make a conclusion that the proposed method not only
realizes the decomposition of single-channel vibration signal, but also further achieves the BSS.
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4. Analysis of the Rolling-Bearing on an Experimental Bench

Generally, the rolling-bearing is an important part of machinery. In the actual operation, the inner
ring, the outer ring and rolling element parts are related to each other. Hence, there is a strong
correlation between the different vibration sources. Limited by the testing experiment, one channel
observation signal is monitored in normal conditions. In order to verify the validity of the proposed
method in the experiment, this signal was used to detect the coupling faults of the inner and outer rings
of a rolling-bearing. The experimental apparatus was provided by the experimental center of institute
of mechanical automation in Wuhan University of Science and Technology, which is customized by the
American SQi company. This apparatus was composed of a motor drive, encoder, and fault simulation
of the two-level reduction gear box and load device. The specific device is shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Fault simulation experimental table for the rolling-bearing of a gear box. (a) The physical
map of the test rig; (b) The structure diagram of the test rig: 1-motor, 2-encoder, 3-gearbox, 4-measured
point and 5-load device.

In this paper, the deep-groove ball bearing ER-16k (FAFNIR, Springfield, MA, USA) with faults
on the outer and inner rings was simulated. According to the bearing parameters and the coefficient of
the gear transmission ratio, the frequency of the inner ring and the outer ring of the bearing fault were
calculated, which are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Main characteristic frequencies of the SQi simulation test table.

Rotating
Frequency

Transmission
Frequency Output Frequency Inner Ring Fault

Frequency
Outer Ring Fault

Frequency

f 0.29f 0.11f 5.43f 3.572f
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It is noted that f is the actual motor rotational frequency, which corresponds to the input shaft
frequency. Motor rotating frequency was set to be 30 Hz. As the speed of the three-phase asynchronous
motor will fluctuate, the measured rotating frequency is f = 29 Hz in reality. Hence, the characteristic
frequencies of the inner and outer rings of the bearing can be calculated as fi = 157.47 Hz and
fo = 103.59 Hz, which are shown in Table 4. The original time-domain waveform and frequency
spectrum of the measured single-channel are shown in Figure 11.

Table 4. Characteristic frequencies of FAFNIR deep groove ball bearing.

Rotating Frequency f /Hz Inner Ring Fault Frequency fi/Hz Outer Ring Fault Frequency fo/Hz

29 157.47 130.59
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response of a measured single channel vibration signal; (b) The frequency domain of measured single
channel vibration signal.

In order to perform the blind source separation of a single-channel composite signal in the
experiment station, the RPSEMD was first employed to decompose the composite signal, with the
mode components then being obtained. Subsequently, the original signal and the decomposed mode
components were decomposed by SVD to obtain characteristic values, before the number of source
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signals was determined by the method of BIC. Following this, the new observation signal was processed
by the proposed blind source separation and the analyzed result is drawn in Figure 12.Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 414  14 of 18 
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Figure 12. Result of blind source separation in the frequency domain provided by the proposed method.
(a) The first component obtained by the proposed method. (b) The second component obtained by the
proposed method.

Figure 12a,b present the frequency spectrum of the estimated signal by the proposed method.
From Figure 12a, the rotating frequency fr and its double frequency 2 fr can be inspected. In addition,
the inner ring fault frequency fi, its double frequency 2 fi and its third harmonic frequency 3 fi can
also be identified. Moreover, the modulation phenomenon is rather obvious, which can further
prove the inner fault of roll-bearing. Analogously, the outer ring fault frequency fo, its double and
triple frequencies can also be found in Figure 12b. Therefore, the method proposed in this paper can
accurately identify the fault frequency of the inner ring and the outer ring, which achieves the blind
source separation of a multi-fault composite signal in the experimental table.

In a similar way, the above-mentioned EEMD method for BSS [31] was compared with the
proposed method, with the result being plotted in Figure 13. Nevertheless, it has little difference
in the frequency domain and only the inner ring fault frequency fi can be identified. Based on
Figures 12 and 13, we can make the judgment that the proposed method performs better in actual,
measured multi-fault signal separation.
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5. Conclusions

Single-channel blind source separation algorithm (SCBSS) has important theoretical and practical
values in the multi-fault feature extraction for mechanical equipment. The main work in this paper
is summarized as follows: (1) A novel regenerated phase-shifted sinusoid-assisted empirical mode
decomposition (RPSEMD) method was introduced for signal decomposition. It not only inhibited
the mode mixing problem during the whole decomposition process, but also had superiority without
parameter selection. As it produces the better performance of adaptive signal decomposition, it was
first applied to the blind source separation of a single-channel composite signal in health monitoring
of key mechanical equipment; (2) Based on the Bayesian information criterion and singular value
characteristics generated by SVD model, the number of source signals was accurately estimated;
(3) Through theoretical analysis and experimental tests, it was shown that the method proposed in
this paper could effectively extract the fault features and solve the problems of multi-fault separation.
Therefore, the proposed method could serve as a powerful tool in multi-fault identification.
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